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GENERAL NOTES

Publications are listed by type, not subject matter. This Departmental Publication List is also available at the Department of Agricultural Economics’ Website: http://agecon.unl.edu/ and publications are linked to their site. In most cases, the direct Internet address is listed after the citation, if it is available on-line. You are also welcome to check the University of Nebraska’s Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources Website, http://www.ianr.unl.edu/. If appropriate, (see instructions below), your request for hard copies of the publications should be addressed to the author.

In all cases “UNL” stands for University of Nebraska–Lincoln. All requests for publications should contain complete information, i.e., author(s), title, dates, numbers, etc. Including all pertinent information will speed the response to your request.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING PUBLICATIONS

Articles in Professional Journals

The author usually has reprints of his/her articles that have appeared in journals. Inquiries should be addressed to the author, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922. Articles can also be accessed by obtaining the appropriate journal at your local university or public library.

Books and Book Chapters

Inquiries concerning books or chapters in books should be addressed to the publishers of the books. Inquiries can also be addressed to author, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922. Books or chapters in books may also be available at your local university or public library.

Research Bulletins

Requests for Research Bulletins should be addressed to IANR Communications and Information Technology, Publishing Distribution, 105 ACB, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0918.

Departmental Publications

The Department Report can be ordered by writing to Pam Holmes, Publications Coordinator, Department of Agricultural Economics, 207 Filley Hall, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922. Cornhusker Economics publications are available on-line at http://www.agecon.unl.edu/Cornhuskereconomics.html or by contacting Nancy Pritchett, Department of Agricultural Economics, 207 Filley Hall, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922, 402/472-1789, npritchett1@unl.edu

Conference/Symposium Proceedings

Unpublished Papers/Speeches Presented

Presentations listed have been made before the audience cited. They are sometimes available from the author. Inquiries should be addressed to the author, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922.
Popularized Public Media Articles
The best source of magazine articles is usually your local university or public library. Authors may have reprints for distribution. Inquiries should be addressed to the author, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922.

Published Abstracts and Book Reviews
Most published abstracts and book reviews appear in professional journals, and can be obtained in the same way as articles in professional journals (see earlier item).

Extension Publications
Requests for Extension Publications should be addressed to IANR Communications & Computing Services, Publication Distribution, 105 ACB, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0918. Many Extension publications are also available on-line at http://www.ianr.unl.edu/pubs/.

Monographs and Reports to Funding Agencies
Inquiries about monographs and reports to fundings agencies should be addressed to the author, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922.

Other and Miscellaneous
Slide sets, videotapes and software are available from IANR Communications and Information Technology, Publication Distribution, 105 ACB, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0918. Other inquiries should be addressed to the author, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922.

Theses and Dissertations
Information concerning the results of theses and dissertations may be obtained by writing the author and/or advisor, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922. Copies of theses and dissertations may be available for purchase from University Microfilms International, P.O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346, Telephone: (800) 521-0600, website: http://www.proquest.com/products_umi/dissertations/.

NOTE: Should you have any difficulty in ordering publications, please contact Pam Holmes, Publications Coordinator, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0922, Telephone: (402) 472-1913, e-mail: pholmes1@unl.edu
ARTICLES IN PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS


**BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS**

Aiken, J. D. “Foreclosure Moratoria and Farm Credit Mediation: Nebraska's Legal Response to Two Agricultural Crises.” Chapter 6 in Alan Gless (ed.), *The History of Nebraska Law*, Ohio University Press, 2008.


**RESEARCH BULLETINS**


Aiken, J.D. “Farm Lease Termination.” *Cornhusker Economics*, February 27, 2008.


Lubben, B.D. “Making a SURE Decision Now for Potential Disaster Assistance Later.” Cornhusker Economics, August 6, 2008.


**CONFERENCE/SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS**


**UNPUBLISHED PAPERS/SPEECHES PRESENTED**


Aiken, J. D. “Managing Hydrologically Connected Waters in Nebraska,” American Agricultural Law Association annual meeting, Minneapolis, Minnesota, October 24, 2008.


Azzam, A. “A Timeless and Solitary Page.” Commencement speech delivered at University of Nebraska-Lincoln Doctoral Commencement and Hooding Ceremony, Lincoln, Nebraska, May 9, 2008.


Fulginiti, L.E. “What Comes First, Agricultural Growth or Democracy?” Department of Agricultural Economics, Pennsylvania State University, November 2008.


Giannakas K. “The Increasing Relevance of Agricultural and Resource Economics.” Senior Policy Class, Department of Agricultural Economics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece, April 2008.


POPULARIZED PUBLIC MEDIA ARTICLES


Baquet, A. “Cornhusker Outlook Conference.” *Market Journal*, Department of Agricultural Economics, UNL Extension, and Communications and Information Technology, January 12, 2008. [http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml](http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml)


Burgener, P. “Wheat Market Analysis.” *Market Journal*, Department of Agricultural Economics, UNL Extension, and Communications and Information Technology, January 5, February 1, March 28, April 25, May 23, July 25, September 26, October 24, November 28, 2008. [http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml](http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml)

Burgener, P. “Farm Bill Update.” *Market Journal*, Department of Agricultural Economics, UNL Extension, and Communications and Information Technology, February 2, 2008. [http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml](http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml)


Jose, H.D. "Crop Insurance Workshop." *Market Journal*, Department of Agricultural Economics, UNL Extension, and Communications and Information Technology, October 27, 2008. [http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml](http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml)


Lubben, B.D. “Farm Bill Update.” *Market Journal*, Department of Agricultural Economics, UNL Extension, and Communications and Information Technology, February 1, April 25, June 13, August 1, 2008. [http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml](http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml)

Lubben, B.D. “Candidate Platforms.” *Market Journal*, Department of Agricultural Economics, UNL Extension, and Communications and Information Technology, October 17, 2008. [http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml](http://marketjournal.unl.edu/byDate/index.shtml)


PUBLISHED ABSTRACTS AND BOOK REVIEWS

Hanson, R. “Student Learning Outcomes Assessment as a Survey Tool for Curriculum Change and Student Retention.” North American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture Journal, 52:86. ISSN 0149-4910, June 2008.

Hanson, R. “Designing a New Student Orientation Course for Freshmen Retention.” North American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture Journal, 52:112. ISSN 0149-4910, June 2008.


**EXTENSION PUBLICATIONS**


**OTHER AND MISCELLANEOUS**


**THESSES AND DISSERTATIONS**


